
Members of the public are entitled to attend this meeting and receive information about it.   
North Tyneside Council wants to make it easier for you to get hold of the information you need.  
We are able to provide our documents in alternative formats including Braille, audiotape, large 
print and alternative languages. 
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Housing Sub Committee 

 
Monday, 21 November 2022 

 
Present:   Councillor E Parker-Leonard (in the Chair) 

  Councillors John Hunter, M Thirlaway, J Walker, L Bartoli, 
L Ferasin, M Fox, G Madden, R O'Keefe and C Johnston 

 
 

Apologies:  Councillors A Newman and O Scargill 
  
HO14/22 Appointment of Substitute Members 

 
Pursuant to the Council’s Constitution the appointment of the following substitute member 
was reported: 
  
Councillor C Johnston for Councillor O Scargill  
 
  
HO15/22 Declarations of Interest 

 
Councillor M Thirlaway declared a non-registerable interest in Item 6 - Cost of Living – as 
his father works for North Tyneside Council. 
 
  
HO16/22 Minutes 

 
Resolved that the minutes of the meeting held on 26 September 2022 be agreed. 
 
  
HO17/22 Refreshed Approach to Tenant Engagement 

 
The sub-committee received a brief verbal update in relation to the refreshed approach to 
tenant engagement.  It was noted that the refresh was at the beginning stages and the 
principles to date had been shaped by desk top research of best practice.  There would 
need to be some engagement on the planned activities, asking current tenants what works 
well and what could be improved. 
  
The sub-committee was presented with a diagram that provided an overview of current 
tenant engagement and ideas for future improvements.  Activities that currently ran included 
estate walk abouts, service development groups and traditional and digital methods of 
communication.  Whilst these were useful tools for engaging with tenants, it had been noted 
that these methods did not result in engagement with a very representative group, and it 
tended to be the same people that contributed. 
  
Members were informed of ideas that had been proposed for future engagement, which 
included task and finish groups, health and well-being sessions, Have Your Say marketing 
materials and a refreshed digital engagement offer.  It was noted that climate change was 
an issue of concern to residents and a task force dedicated to this may attract a wider group 
of representatives. 
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It was noted that an increase in social media interactions was needed, along with the use of 
a wider variety of platforms.  It was highlighted that there needed to be a range of 
opportunities both online and in person for people to engage in.  In person interactions also 
needed to take place at evenings and weekends, along with some sessions during the day, 
to ensure that there is greater opportunity for people to attend around work and caring 
commitments. 
  
It was explained that the intended outcomes of a refreshed approach to tenant engagement 
would be an increased awareness of opportunities to get involved, increased transparency 
and ability to hold the Council to account and more tenants having a voice to influence 
positive change. 
  
It was agreed to note the information presented in relation to the refreshed approach to 
tenant engagement. 
  
  
 
  
HO18/22 Cost of Living - Impact on Rent Collections 

 
The sub-committee received a presentation in relation to the cost of living and the impact 
that this was having on the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) and on Council tenants. 
  
It was explained that there was a requirement to have 30-year HRA Business Plan in order 
to be able to project forward and maintain council stock.  The policy priorities of the HRA 
included maintaining the decent homes standard of existing stock, affordable homes and 
maximising income collection whilst supporting tenants to avoid falling into rent arrears. 
  
The sub-committee was informed of potential risks in relation to the delivery of the business 
plan.  The Government was consulting on a rent increase between 3 and 7% which was well 
below current inflation.  The Pay Award 2022-23, along with any future pay awards, would 
put pressure on the cost base and the increase in cost of materials and sub-contractors also 
put pressures on the business plan.  These pressures would impact on the Repairs Budget 
and Investment Plan, with less scope for major works and a likely reduced resource 
available for new build affordable homes. 
  
Members were presented with details of how the cost-of-living increases were impacting on 
rent collections.  It was noted that at present there was no significant increase in the overall 
arrears or the number of tenants in arrears.  The overall arrears for Council tenants were 
£88,651 higher than the same time last year; less than the figure projected.  There were 48 
less tenants in arrears than there were at the same time the previous year, though the 
average arrears per tenant was £16.50 higher than it was last year. 
  
Members were informed that the number of tenants that were ending their tenancy had 
increased.  The number of terminations where ‘financial difficulties’ was cited as the reason 
doubled from 2020/21 to 2021/22.  Throughout 2022/23 this number had remained relatively 
stable.  Bankruptcy among council tenants was increasing significantly, with the average 
bankruptcy debt increasing 16.06% since the previous year. 
  
Data from the Citizens Advice Bureau demonstrated the increased use of food banks, and it 
was noted that housing teams would work with tenants on a long-term basis, looking where 
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possible to manage and sustain tenancies.  Members were informed of the support and 
one-off payments available to residents to help with the increased cost of living.  It was 
noted that the Welfare and Tenancy Support Team would help tenants to review income 
and expenditure, with the option to see if all benefit entitlement was being claimed.  Work 
would also be undertaken in relation to employment and skills to help tenants improve 
money matters, interview skills and job opportunities. 
  
The resources available for rent collection was discussed and it was noted that carrying out 
the role of supporting tenants and collection of rent was becoming more challenging as a 
combined role.  Work was being done to look at separating some of these activities, so that 
more time could be dedicated to considering the individual circumstances of tenants.  The 
sub-committee discussed the importance of making sure tenancies can be sustained and it 
was highlighted that officers would work with tenants to try and identify a more affordable 
property if this was requested by tenants.  Though it was noted that this would be down to 
the availability of appropriate properties.  Tenants could also, following the correct process, 
rent out a room in their property in order to maximise income. 
  
It was agreed to note the presentation and the information presented. 
  
  
 
  
HO19/22 Homes for Ukraine 

 
The sub-committee received a presentation providing information and an update in relation 
to the Homes for Ukraine scheme.  The scheme was launched in mid-March 2022 to enable 
Ukrainian nationals (known as guests in the scheme) with no family connection to come to 
the UK. 
  
The sub-committee was informed that eligibility criteria applied, and that sponsors and 
guests were responsible for matching with each other.  Security checks were undertaken by 
the Home Office on potential sponsors, their households and the guests.  The terms of the 
scheme were that sponsors had to provide rent free accommodation for a period of at least 
6 months.  Guests had leave to remain for 3 years and access to welfare benefits, work, 
education and health care. 
  
Grant funding was provided by the Government to local authorities to administer the 
scheme.  The funding had to be used to support families to rebuild their lives and to help 
with community integration.  Funding was set at £10,500 per person for the first year; 
funding beyond the first year was unknown.  Additional funding had been made available for 
education services.  Sponsors were eligible for a ‘thank you’ payment of £350 per month for 
as long as the guest remained in the accommodation, up to a maximum of up to 12 months.   
  
The sub-committee was informed of the duties local authorities were expected to 
coordinate, which included pre-arrival support to the sponsor and carrying out checks to 
ensure the property and sponsor are suitable.  The local authority would assess the support 
needs of the guest and arrange for monthly contact to be made with the sponsor/guest.  The 
scheme required that face-to-face contact was made every 6 months.  The sub-committee 
sought clarification and it was confirmed that the sponsors and guests had the opportunity to 
speak independently of each other to a local authority officer so that any concerns they had 
could be raised if necessary. 
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To date, 258 Ukrainian guests had arrived in the borough.  The majority of these were in 
May 2022.  Guests continued to arrive in small number per month, with 4 arriving to date in 
November 2022.  It was highlighted that over the coming months it was expected that a 
further 37 individuals across 19 households were expected to arrive in the borough.  The 
majority of sponsors were hosting 2 guests; there was one sponsor in the borough that was 
hosting 7 guests.  It was noted that the thank you payment of £350 per month available to 
sponsors was the same amount regardless of the number of guests that were being 
accommodated. 
  
Members were informed that 56 of the guests that had arrived under the scheme had been 
hosted by their original sponsor for a period of over 6 months.  There had been instances 
where the arrangement had not been working out and replacements had been found for 
these guests.  The local authority was supporting sponsors and guests with future housing 
arrangements; many guests were still with existing sponsors, some have asked for a re-
match and other guests have left the scheme.  Some guests have applied for social 
housing, though it was acknowledged that the supply of appropriate housing was limited.  It 
was acknowledged that the cost-of-living increase may change the position of sponsors to 
host guests and that funding from Government after the first 12 months was not yet clear. 
  
It was agreed to note the update. 
 
  
HO20/22 Victim Support Sub Group 

 
The sub-committee received a report which provided details of an in-depth study that was 
due to be undertaken and an invitation to members of the sub-committee to contribute to the 
work. 
  
The sub-committee was informed that the Police and Justice Act 2006 required local 
authorities to have one of its scrutiny committees assigned to consider matters relating to 
crime and disorder.  In accordance with the Council’s Constitution, this requirement fell 
within the remit of Housing sub-committee.   
  
In accordance with its remit, the sub-committee may carry out in-depth investigations into 
topics that fall within its remit that are of interest and concern to communities in North 
Tyneside.  In consultation with the Chair of Housing Sub-committee, it had been proposed 
that a short review take place in relation to the support available for victims of anti-social 
behaviour.  It was intended that the review take place over one day, rather than a series of 
meetings.  This would be split into a morning session looking at the number of people 
accessing victim support, the type of help available and best practice principles in relation to 
anti-social behaviour aimed to deliver the best possible outcomes for victims.  An afternoon 
session would then be focused on hearing some case study examples of the support 
provided and identifying where any improvements could be made to processes and the 
support available. 
  
The sub-committee was invited to agree the establishment of the sub-group and identify 
membership. 
  
It was agreed that (1) a sub-group be established to carry out a piece of work in relation to 
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support for victims of anti-social behaviour; and (2) the membership of the sub-group 
comprise Councillors Newman, O’Keefe and Fox. 
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Meeting: Housing Sub Committee 
 
Date:  23 January 2023  
 
Title: Decarbonisation plans for Housing  
 
 
Author:                 David Foster, Head of Property Services 

  
Tel: 0191 643 7801 

 
Service:                Housing and Property Services  
 

 
  
 

 
 

Wards affected:   All 
 

  

 
 
 

1. Purpose of Report 
 

To provide Members of Housing Sub Committee with information on decarbonisation 
plans across Housing. 
 

 
2. Introduction 

 
The committee asked for information on the current energy efficiency of our existing 
homes, what plans we have for making the stock more energy efficient and any barriers 
that may prevent us from delivering our plans. 
 
Through this briefing and presentation, officers will provide information covering the 
various works and investment made to install energy efficiency and decabonisation works 
across Housing in North Tyneside. Providing the Committee with a summary of measures 
we have delivered. 
 
Further detail will be provided on what plans we have for further investment and 
improvement through the introduction of more decarbonisation measures that are built into 
our investment plans or through the utilisation of successful Grant Funding we have 
accessed. 
 
As we know the journey to net-zero will not be without its challenges so through the 
presentation we will explore some of the good work we are doing, the opportunities 
alongside some of the challenges we will face.  
 
 

3. Details 
 
We have a strong track record of investing in both our Council owned Housing stock and 
supporting the installation of measures in Private Sector Homes. The attached 
presentation will provide: 

• Background on housing across North Tyneside, split between our retained Housing 
and Private Sector homes 
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• Works completed to homes across North Tyneside and the current efficiency of 
those homes 

• The level of investment and type of work we have within our plans to improve the 
efficiency and decarbonisation of our homes 

• Information on the challenges we will face in delivering our ambitions, our on-going 
work and the opportunities we have 

 
Officers will provide additional narrative and detail as part of the presentation and will 
ensure there is time for any questions from the Committee.  
 

4. Recommendations 
 

Note the content of the report and presentation. 
 

5. Background Information 
 

Additional background documents that support or compliment the report/presentation: 
• North Tyneside Climate Emergency Action Plan 2022 Update – Cabinet, 22 August 

2022 
• Our North Tyneside Plan 2021-2025 
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What we will cover…
• Background information 
• Works complete and current position
• Decarbonisation plans for our stock
• Decarbonisation plans for private sector
• Our approach to Housing Net-zero (our stock)
• On-going work and Opportunities
• Questions
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The Borough’s carbon footprint
2020 = 767,200 tonnes

Business Down 62%

Domestic Down 42%

Transport Down 31%

Overall Down 47%

27%

39%

33%

Borough carbon footprint 2020

Business Domestic Transport
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The Borough’s carbon footprint
2020 = 767,200 tonnes

Electricity Down 74%

Gas Down 32%

Transport Down 31%

Other Up 6%

Overall Down 47%

18%

45%

33%

4%

Borough carbon footprint 2020

Electricity Gas Transport Other
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Background information…
• North Tyneside has circa 97,000 homes
• Housing Revenue Account has 14,281
• This equates to 14% of all housing

• We have more influence over our own stock 
through our investment decisions

• However, there is a finite amount of money that 
restricts our ability to deliver our ambitions
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Background information…
• Our own stock totals 14,281 homes:

• 13,357 General needs homes 
• 924 NT Living PFI homes
• 332 communal areas

• A HRA New Build Programme
• A 30-year HRA Business Plan (focus on Decent Homes)
• Housing Asset Management Strategy
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Background information…
• Private Sector Ownership

• Own home outright - 31,038 (32.3%)
• Own home with a mortgage or shared ownership – 30,737 (31.9%)
• Private rented - 14,692 (15.3%)
• Social rented – 19,765 (20.5%)

• Owners responsibility for improvement and repairs
• Always relied on Grant funding to support the 

Private Sector
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Works complete and current position…
• Historic delivery through 

Warmzone
• Investment delivered through a 

range of grants
• Traditional measures offered and 

installed:
• Cavity wall insulation
• Loft insulation and to-ups
• The odd boiler replacement
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Works complete and current position…
• Private Sector stock has Average SAP rating of 64 (Low Band D)

• The following energy efficiency measures have been 
installed under the Green Homes Grant LAD Schemes:
• LAD1 : 486 measures installed in 400 low-income homes, taking 

319 homes to EPC C 
• LAD2: 120 measures installed in 102 low-income homes, bringing 

67 homes up to EPC C
• With £4.4m invested
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• Council owned homes
• Done a lot and been successful
• All homes have cavity wall insulation and loft insulation
• Completed external insulation works to all non-traditional 

homes (830)
• Installed double glazing to all homes
• Communal areas have high efficiency lighting
• Installed high efficiency condensing boilers (20% Hydrogen)

Works complete and current position…
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• Installation of Solar PV arrays to over 1,690 homes 
• Experimented with voltage optimisers, rad-fans, Oxy pods, etc
• BREEAM excellent and very good across our 26 sheltered 

accommodation sites; covering 924 homes and communal facilities  
Range of different measures:

• All well insulated
• Some with underfloor heating
• Some with Solar PV

• First to get electric vehicles in our fleet in 2019
• Accessed grant funding to deliver ASHP’s and Solar PV 
• Fabric first approach to our New Build + Solar PV
• Recently completed our first ‘off’ gas’ homes (HUSK)

Works complete and current position…
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• Investment decisions put us in a good position
• Our SAP rating is 72.88 (EPC Band C is 69 to 80) (top quartile)
• SAP rating nationally is 66 (EPC Band D)
•  EPC rating of our properties:

• 11,322 Band C or above (79.3%)
• 2,928 Band D (20.5)
• 31 Band E (0.2%)
Currently reviewing some EPC certificates following investment

• Know that new Decent Homes Standards will link to EPC 
ratings

Works complete and current position…
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• In terms of getting to Net-Zero 
• Currently no real low cost affordable solutions (no low cost high impact solutions)

• Identification of the right technologies
• Lots of options (what's best and what's first)

• Fabric First
• Solar PV
• Battery Storage
• ASHP
• Information, education and behaviour change

• How do you avoid investment regret
• Cleaning the grid is the real solution

Works complete and current position…
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• To bring our Council owned homes up to a maximum 
efficiency rating is estimated to be £500m

• To bring Private Sector homes up to maximum efficiency 
rating is estimated to be £2.7bn

• Unintentional consequence of making homes air tight
• Linked to condensation mould (not damp)
• Issue to be mindful of

Works complete and current position…
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Decarbonisation works to our homes…
• Identified works we can afford to do to our homes
• Included in our HRA Business plan
• 15,012 measures amounting to £46.35m monies through to 

2030:
• 1,538 Solar PV arrays to be installed
• 5,640 High Efficiency Condensing boilers
• 4,720 homes having LED lighting
• 1,576 homes having replacement cavity wall insulation
• 1,538 loft insulation

• This years works currently being delivered  
• Funding bid in for further grant funding (SHDF)
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Decarbonisation of Private Sector…
• Currently delivering LAD3 funding consisting of 320 

measures by April 2023 (£3.7m)
• NoTCA - Developing business model  for a ‘one stop 

shop’ energy advice centre and green finance 
• On going work to access grants to support low income 

homes
• Support ECO4 and ECO Plus programmes 
• NEPO -  Retrofit and Decarbonisation Framework 
• Influence Private Sector
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Our approach to Housing Net-zero…

• We have a workstream linked to Carbon Net-Zero Board:
• Report progress monthly
• Identified and report on 5 key areas:

• General Needs Housing - Energy efficiency, technology, funding, fuel poverty

• Sheltered Accommodation – Energy efficiency, technology, funding, fuel poverty

• Communal Areas – Electricity usage, technology, funding

• New Build - Energy efficiency, standards, technology, funding, fuel poverty

• Private Sector - Energy efficiency, influence, technology, funding, fuel poverty

• Challenge will always be levels of funding
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On-going work and opportunities…
• Deliver on decarbonisation works included in HRA 

Business Plan
• Review HRA Business Plan as new technologies or 

solutions become available
• Construct all new build homes above building regulations 

(EPC Band A)
• Utilise Local Government Association Grant to support 

consultancy support around green initiatives for new build 
and retrofit (£25k)
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On-going work and opportunities…
• All new builds from 2023 will be off gas utilising a range of 

decarbonisation technologies, 2 years ahead of 
government target of 2025

• Consider Fuel Poverty implications of moving to electricity 
based solutions

• Affordability and availability of decarbonisation technology 
and solutions

• Move to electric fleet when renewal due (120 vehicles)
• Funding is our main barrier
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On-going work and opportunities…

• Look at Retrofit skills and training required for existing 
teams

• Delivering training to our teams to maintain new 
technologies installed

• Looking at how we may grow our delivery teams to install 
decarbonisation works to our homes (availability)

• Continuing to explore grant funding opportunities as they 
arise

• Provide feedback and respond to consultations of retrofit 
• Influence changes in Private Sector
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Questions …
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